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Abstract
Innitary rewriting allows innitely large terms and innitely long reduction se
quences There are two computational motivations for studying these the innite
data structures implicit in lazy functional programming and the use of rewriting
of possibly cyclic graphs as an implementation technique for functional languages
We survey the fundamental properties of innitary rewriting in orthogonal term
rewrite systems and its relation to cyclic graph rewriting
 Introduction
Our interest in term and graph rewriting arises from functional languages
and their implementation Functional programs can be seen as term rewrite
systems

Terms can be thought of as trees Representing these trees as graphs
allows repeated subterms to be replaced by multiple pointers to the same
subgraph This optimisation has a dramatic eect when rewrite steps are
performed Whenever a variable appears more than once on the righthand
side of a rule when that rule is applied to a graph multiple pointers will be
created to the corresponding subgraph This is what makes graph rewriting
an attractive technique for implementing functional languages In fact for
suciently wellbehaved term rewrite systems

it may be proved that graph
reduction is an optimal evaluation algorithm
So long as the graphs are acyclic there is an obvious mapping from graphs
back to terms by unravelling the sharing However given a rewrite rule
such as
Ones  Cons	Ones

the temptation is to represent this not as the graph rewrite rule of Figure 	a

but as the rule of Figure 	b
 In a single reduction the term Ones is reduced

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Fig  Acyclic and cyclic graph rewrite rules
to a cyclic graph which represents the innite term
Cons	Cons	Cons	   



What term rewrite sequence does this reduction correspond to Intuitively
the innite reduction
Ones  Cons	Ones
 Cons	Cons	Ones

    
which in some sense converges to the innite term
Cons	Cons	Cons	   



A graph reduction sequence of several steps operating on cyclic graphs should
correspond to an innite term reduction sequence which does not merely start
from an initial term perform innitely many steps and reach some limiting
term but continues from that limit term in a similar way The sequence of
reduction steps is wellordered in time but its length might be any innite
ordinal The theory of innitary rewriting gives a precise denition of such
transnitely long sequences what it means for them to converge and how
such reduction sequences correspond to nite reductions of cyclic graphs The
fundamental theory of innitary rewriting was set out in  and its relation
to cyclic graph rewriting in  In  we have recently generalised this work
to the lambda calculus
 Innite terms
A term may be viewed as or as we prefer to put it is
 a tree The innite
terms we wish to deal with are terms such as may be used to represent innite
data structures such as an innite list of ones The set of nite and innite
terms is we consider a suciently intuitive concept to be understood from
the examples so far we support this claim by oering a formal denition
We assume we have a signature  ie a set nite or innite
 of objects
called function symbols or just symbols with each of which is associated a
nonnegative integer its arity There is also given an innite set Var disjoint
from  of objects called variables Variables are conventionally assigned arity
zero A nite term can be represented as a function f from a nite prex
closed set of positions to   Var satisfying the condition that if fu
  F
and F has arity n then fu  k
 is dened if and only if 	  k  n Innite
terms are then obtained simply by dropping the requirement that the domain
of the function be nite

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Notice that in the innitary generalisation we do not allow symbols of
innite arity Our trees are innitely deep but nitely branching This re
quirement follows from our motivation for studying innite terms they arise
by generalising traditional term rewrite systems to allow the taking of limits
of innitely long computations Innite arities do not arise in this extension
 Rewriting of innite terms
Substitutions rewrite rules and rewriting of a single redex can be dened in
exactly the same way as in the nitary case A substitution is a function from
a set nite or innite
 of variables to nite or innite
 terms A rewrite
rule is a pair of terms written l  r such that every variable occurring in
r occurs also in l A position also called an occurrence
 is a nite sequence
of positive integers The empty sequence is denoted by  If t is a term and
u is a position then the subterm of t at u denoted tju is dened when it
exists
 by tj  t F t

     t
n

ji  u  t
i
ju if 	  i  n
 A term t has a redex
of l  r at position u if there is a substitution  such that tju  l
 The
result of reducing it is the term tu  r
 ie the term obtained from t by
replacing the subterm at u by l

A term rewrite system is a tuple  R T S
 where  is a signature R
is a set of term rewrite rules over  T is a set of terms over  closed under
reduction and the subterm relation and S is a set of reduction sequences
which includes all the nite reduction sequences given by R and T  and is
closed under nite concatenation and subsequence The reason for including
an explicit family of reduction sequences in the denition of a rewrite system
is that we will wish to consider several dierent choices for S allowing more
or fewer innite reduction sequences

Our computational motivation leads us to impose various restrictions on
rewrite systems Firstly we shall always require that the lefthand side of
every rule is nite The motivation is that patternmatching should be a
nite process depending on only a nite amount of information about terms
Secondly and for the same reason we require that rules are leftlinear That
is every variable occurring in the lefthand side occurs exactly once there A
nonleftlinear rule can test the equality of dierent subterms of a term if these
subterms are innite the patternmatching is an innite operation Finally
most of our results are for orthogonal systems that is leftlinear systems in
which for any two rules l  r and l

 r

 there is no position u of l such that
l

is an instance of lju except in the trivial case where u   and the two rules
are the same rule

 Innite rewrite sequences
What does it mean for a reduction sequence to converge to a limit There is
a natural metric on the set of terms dt

 t


  
n
 where n is the length
of the shortest position u such that t

ju  t

ju or zero if t

 t

 With
respect to this metric the set of nite and innite terms over  dened above

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can equivalently be described as the metric completion of the space of nite
terms

We might dene convergence of a reduction sequence to mean convergence
with respect to this metric
Denition  A sequence of terms
 is a function from any positive ordinal
 to terms A reduction sequence is a sequence of terms together with for
every    a onestep reduction of t

to t

 It is Cauchy continuous if
it is continuous with respect to the ordinal topology on  and the metric on
terms
Example  Here are some Cauchyconvergent sequences The rst has
length    the others have length 
i
 Rule A A
Sequence A A A   A A A   A
ii
 Rule Ix
  x
Sequence III  


  III  


  III  


 
   III  



iii
 Rule Ones  Cons	Ones

Sequence Ones  Cons	Ones
  Cons	Cons	Ones

    
Cons	Cons	Cons	   



This notion of innite reduction has some rather unpleasant properties
The fundamental problem is that it does not allow the concept of residual
to be generalised to the innitary setting Recall that if t reduces to t

by
application of a rule l  r at position u then every subterm of t

can be
traced back to a subterm of t or of r Precisely one denes for every position
v of t the set v	r of descendants of u by r thus If u is not a prex of v then
v	r  fvg If v  u  w and ljw exists and is not a variable then v	r   If
v  u w

w

 where ljw is a variable x then v	r  fu w w

j rjw  xg The
denition can be extended in an obvious way to nite reduction sequences if
t reduces to t

in a nite number of steps then each position of t has a set of
descendants in t


The situation changes when we consider innite reductions Consider the
rule Ax y
  Ay x
 and the innite reduction ABB
  ABB
 
ABB
     The Cauchy limit of this sequence is obviously ABB

However the sequence of descendants of 	 in each term is 	  	    

It is
not possible to say which of the two occurrences of B in the limit derive from
the lefthand occurrence of B in the initial term Another example is given by
the rule Ix
  x and the innite term III  


 Suppose we perform an
innite reduction by always reducing at position  At every stage the term
is III  


 and so that is the Cauchy limit of the sequence However if
we follow the descendants of any position of the initial term we see that the
position 	  	    	 of length n has no descendants after n  	 steps In other
words every redex in the initial term is eventually reduced yet in the limit
all of them are still present Finally an important property related to the
computational interpretation of rewriting called the compression property

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fails This will be further discussed in section 	
To see what more is needed to dene a good notion of convergence consider
the three sequences of Example  In the rst two all the reductions take
place at the root of the term From a computational point of view the root
remains active and no progress towards a normal form is being made In
the second sequence the reductions are performed at progressively deeper and
deeper levels of the tree leaving behind a greater and greater prex of the term
in which no further computation is performed This is the behaviour which a
good denition of convergence should require
Denition  A reduction sequence of length  is strongly continuous if
it is Cauchy continuous and if for every limit ordinal 
   the sequence
of depths fd

j   
g tends to innity as  approaches 
 It is strongly
convergent if the same is true for 
   in this case we write t

for the limit
of the sequence and write t



t

for the whole sequence together with its
limit
We write t 

t

for an arbitrary strongly convergent sequence of nite
or innite length
An innitary term rewrite system is a term rewrite system  R T S

where S is the set of all strongly convergent reductions
This notion of strong convergence was independently discovered by Farmer
and Watro  but is absent from the other main early paper on innite
rewriting 
Only the third sequence of Example  is strongly convergent Strongly
convergent sequences allow the notion of descendant to be extended to innite
sequences Given a strongly convergent sequence t



t

 and a position u
of t

 we can inductively dene sets U

of positions of t

for all   
U

 fug
U

U

	r

where r

is the redex reduced in t



U

 lim

U

The limit in the last case is dened to be equivalently either
S

T

U

or
T

S

U

 Strong convergence guarantees that both of these are
equal
 Basic properties of innitary rewriting
 The Compression Property
Our computational point of view leads us to place certain requirements on
a theory of innitary rewriting One of these is the compression property
Since innite sequences have computational meaning as processes which can
be continued to any nite extent approaching closer and closer to a limit a
sequence which is longer than  may be considered problematic It completes
an innite amount of work and then performs more work If however we
can show that every sequence longer than  is equivalent to some sequence of
length at most  then this gives computational meaning to such sequences

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Denition  An innitary reduction system has the compression property
if for every reduction t



t

 there is a reduction of length at most  from
t

to t


Theorem   Lemma 	 Every left
linear term rewrite system has
the compression property
The proof is by induction on the length of reduction sequences and it is
interesting to note that the only case which depends on the details of rewriting
is sequences of length 	 For larger successor ordinals the result is imme
diate from induction and for larger limit ordinals it follows by induction and
an argument which does not depend on the details of reduction but which is
valid for a notion of abstract innitary reduction system
The compression property is false for nonleftlinear systems For ex
ample consider the rules Ax
  BAx

 Cx x
  D Then the term
CAE
 BBB  



 reduces in not less than   	 steps to D
 Conuence
Conuence or the ChurchRosser property is the property that if a term t
reduces to both s

and s

 then there is a term which both s

and s

reduce
to This can be viewed as a sort of determinism In particular in a conuent
system every term has at most one normal form and if t has normal form n
then every termwhich t reduces to can also be reduced to n Thus computation
in a conuent system cannot make wrong moves whatever reductions one
performs on a term t it is still possible to reach the normal form of t
It is a basic fact about nitary term rewriting that orthogonality implies
conuence  This does not hold for innitary rewriting Here is the basic
counterexample
Counterexample  With the rules
P x
 x Qx
 x
the innite term P QP Q  



 has strongly convergent reductions in 
steps to both P P P   


 by reducing all the Q redexes
 and to QQQ
  


 by reducing all the P redexes
 Each of these terms reduces only to
itself therefore they have no common reduct
The situation cannot be saved by only considering reductions which start from
nite terms since we can add a rule A  P QA

 and construct strongly
convergent reductions from A to both P P P   


 and QQQ  


 We
also note that a similar example can be found even within combinatory logic
which consists of the rules Sxyz  xz
yz
 and Kxy  x

Make the fol
lowing denitions

These are syntactically sugared forms of rules which more formally would be written with
explicit binary application symbols thus	 Ap
Ap
Ap
S x y z  Ap
Ap
x zAp
y z
and Ap
Ap
Kx y x

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I  SKK Z  BSI
SII

B  SKS
K T  ZZ
C  SBBS
KK
 A  T CBKCKK

S

These denitions encode P from the previous example as the term KKK
  
K
K
K and Q as KKK  
S
S
S A reduces to both of these and
they reduce only to themselves
The problem in these examples arises from collapsing rules those whose
righthand side is just a variable
 and the possibility of constructing innite
towers of collapsing redexes such as P QP Q  



 Whenever there are at
least two distinct shapes of collapsing redex the innitary system cannot
be conuent
In functional programs collapsing rules are very common they show
up as selector rules for extracting components of a data structure such as
HeadConsx y

  x The failure of conuence in the presence of such rules
might be a serious diculty however we can show that conuence only fails
for a certain class of intuitively meaningless terms
Denition  A system is non
collapsing if it contains no collapsing rules
It is almost non
collapsing if it contains at most one collapsing rule and that
rule contains exactly one occurrence of a variable in its lefthand side
Theorem   Theorem 	 An orthogonal innitary TRS is conu

ent if and only if it is almost non
collapsing
In  we prove this in stages First it is proved for depthpreserving
systems  that is systems where for every rule l  r and every variable x
occurring in l every occurrence of x in r is at a depth at least as great as its
depth in l For such systems the nitary proof by tiling diagrams carries
over to the innite case the depthpreserving condition ensuring that the
construction can be carried past limits Then it is proved for noncollapsing
systems This is done by transforming them into depthpreserving systems
by padding the righthand sides with occurrences of a new unary symbol
 and then deriving conuence for the original system from conuence of
the transformed system With some extra subtleties the same proof can be
applied to almost noncollapsing systems
A system containing the rules HeadConsx y

  x and TailConsx y


 y is not almost noncollapsing but if we modify the rules to HeadConsx
y

  Ix
 and TailConsx y

  Iy
 and add a rule Ix
  x then the
system is almost noncollapsing and therefore conuent This transformation
has some similarity to the technique of implementing collapsing rules which
theoretically require two nodes of the graph to be merged together
 by means
of indirection nodes
Another conuence property can be established for all orthogonal sys
tems Intuitively the terms appearing in the counterexamples to conuence
are meaningless In almost any denotational semantics a term such as the
P QP Q  



 of counterexample  will denote  P and Q are both the

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Fig  Four graph representations of the same term
identity function this term attempts to compute the least xed point of the
identity If we equate all such terms then conuence is restored
Denition  A term is hyper
collapsing if there is a reduction sequence
starting from the term which contains innitely many steps which perform a
reduction at the root by a collapsing rule
Theorem 	  Theorem 	 Every orthogonal innitary TRS is con

uent modulo the equality of hyper
collapsing terms Precisely write t 	
hc
t

if t

can be obtained from t by replacing some perhaps innitely many	 hyper

collapsing subterms by others Then if t

r 	
hc
r

and t

s 	
hc
s

 then
for some terms q 	
hc
q

 r



q and s



q


From this theorem we can show that a weaker conuence property holds
for all orthogonal systems exactly
Theorem 
  Theorem 	 Every orthogonal TRS satises the NF
property viz that if t 

s and t 

n where n is a normal form then
s

n
 Graph rewriting
Terms can be represented as graphs by using multiple pointers to the same
node to represent multiple identical subterms as in Figure  Note that a
graph representation may but does not have to eliminate all repeated sub
terms
This makes a dramatic dierence to the rewriting operation Where the
righthand side of a rule contains multiple occurrences of a variable for ex
ample Squarex
  Timesx x
 an application of that rule to a term must
make several copies of the subterm which that variable is matched to If that
subterm contains redexes then all the dierent copies may need to be re
duced Reduction of a graph representation saves space by making multiple
edges pointing to the subgraph instead of duplicating the whole subgraph It
also saves time since any redexes present in that subgraph will only have to
be reduced at most once
There are several dierent but equivalent ways of formally dening term
graphs the graphical representations of terms Leaving minor variations aside
a term graph is either a nodelabelled graph with a total ordering on the out
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arcs of every node Denition 	
 or a hyperedgelabelled hypergraph with
a total ordering on the vertexes of each hyperedge Denition 

Denition  A term graph g over a signature  consists of a set N
g
of
nodes a root node r
g

 N  a mapping f
g
from some subset of the nodes to
function symbols in  and a mapping d
g
from the same subset to N

g
 such
that i
 for every node n in their domain the length of d
g
n
 is the arity of
f
g
n
 and ii
 every node is accessible from the root
The members of d
g
n
 are called the descendants of n
A node n is accessible from a node n

if there is a sequence of nodes
beginning with n and ending with n

 such that each node in the sequence is
a descendant of its predecessor
Nodes outside the domain of f
g
and d
g
are called empty nodes and repre
sent variables
A graph is acyclic if no node is accessible from itself by a nonempty path
Note that variable symbols are unnecessary distinct variables are repre
sented by distinct empty nodes multiple occurrences of the same variable are
represented by multiple edges pointing to the same empty node
Denition  A term hypergraph g over a signature  consists of a set N
g
of nodes a root node r
g

 N
g
 a set E
g
of hyperedges a function f
g
from E
g
to
 and a connection map v
g
from E
g
to N

g
 such that i
 for every hyperedge
e jv
g
e
j  	  arityf
g
e

 ii
 every node is the principal vertex of at most
one hyperedge and iii
 every node is accessible from the root
The elements of v
g
e
 are called the vertexes of e We shall number the
vertexes of e from  to jv
g
e
j	 The th vertex is called the principal vertex
and the remaining vertexes are called the descendants of the principal vertex
A node n is accessible from a node n

if there is a sequence of nodes
beginning with n and ending with n

 such that each node in the sequence is
a descendant of its predecessor
Nodes which are not the principal vertex of any hyperedge are called empty
nodes and represent variables
There is an obvious correspondence between the two sorts of graph The
hypergraph representation sometimes has technical advantages but the graph
representation is closer to the way one draws pictures of term graphs Hence
forth we shall use the graph formalism when we need to be formal
We can write graphs in a linear manner by giving names to the nodes and
writing denitions of the form a  F b c
 to mean that a is a node labelled F
with descendants hb ci In particular we can immediately read a term such
as P lusT imes a
 a
 as the graph of Figure 
Denition  A position u of a graph g is a position of the term that g
represents More explicitly it is a sequence of positive integers such that r
g
ju
exists and for any node n of g and any position u nju is dened by
i
 nj  n
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Fig 
 Append	Cons	x y z Cons	xAppend	y z
ii
 nji  u  n
i
ju where n
i
is the ith descendant of n
A node may have many positions because there may be many paths from
the root of the graph to the node
To dene a graph rewrite rule we introduce the notion of a birooted graph
A birooted graph is simply a graph as above except that two of its nodes
are distinguished as being roots called the left root and the right root
 and
every node is required to be accessible from at least one root
Denition  A term graph rewrite rule is birooted term graph such that
every empty node is accessible from the left root
It is left
linear if every nonempty node accessible from the left root has
exactly one position relative to that root
The left
hand resp right
hand
 side of such a rule is the subgraph rooted
at the left root and containing every node accessible from the left resp right

root
The reason that we represent term rewrite rules as birooted graphs is that
our graphs do not have explicit variable symbols The appearance of a variable
in both the left and right hand sides of the term rewrite rule is expressed in
the birooted graph as an empty node accessible from both roots Figure 
shows a typical term rewrite rule represented as a graph The left and right
roots are marked l and r
Matching of the lefthand side of a rule to a graph is most easily described
as a homomorphism By a homomorphism from a graph g to a graph g

we
mean a function f  N
g
 N
g

such that for every nonempty node n of g
f
g
n
  f
g

fn

 and fd
g
n

  d
g

fn

 Note that a homomorphism may
map an empty node of g to any empty or nonempty node of g


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Denition  A redex of a rule R in a graph g at a node n of g is a homo
morphism f  l g from the lefthand side l of R to g such that fr
l

  n
Such a redex is rewritten by rst adding to g a copy of every node of r
the righthand side of R which is not part of the lefthand side Where such a
node m has one of the empty nodes x of R as a descendant the corresponding
descendant of the copy m

is the node fx
 of g Then for every node m of g
having n as it s ith descendant d
g
m

i
is changed to be the copy of the right
root of R If the right root of R is one of the empty nodes x then d
g
m

i
is changed to be fx
 Finally all nodes of the resulting graph no longer
accessible from the root are deleted
Similarly to a term rewrite system a graph rewrite system is dened as
a tuple  RG S
 consisting of a signature a set of rules a set of graphs
and a set of reduction sequences This is simply a formalisation at rather
tedious length
 of the usual process of term graph rewriting as used in some
functional language implementations
The two particular types of graph rewrite system we consider are those
where G is either the set of nite acyclic term graphs or the set of all nite
term graphs and S is the set of all nite reduction sequences We do not
consider innitary graph rewriting
 Dag rewriting and term rewriting
The basic relation between nite term rewriting and rewriting of acyclic graphs
is set out in 	 There is an unravelling function U from dags to nite terms
Ug
 is the tree whose nodes are in 		 correspondence with the positions of g
With each node n of g we can associate a set Ug n
 of positions of Ug
 these
positions are simply all the positions of n in g Graph rewrite rules can also
be unravelled to term rewrite rules A nitary acyclic graph rewrite system
 RG S
 unravels to a nitary term rewrite system  UR
 UG
 S



The relation between them is set out in the following denition
Denition 	 Let  R T S
 and  R

 T

 S


 be two nitary or innitary
term or term graph rewriting systems over the same signature A mapping U
from T to T

is adequate if
i
 Surjectivity
 U is surjective
ii
 Preservation of normal forms
 a is a normal form of  R T S
 if and
only if Ua
 is a normal form of  R

 T

 S



iii
 Preservation of reduction
 If a 

a

is in S then Ua
 

Ua


 is
in S


iv
 Conality
 For a 
 R and b 
 S if Ua
 

b is in S

 then there is
an a


 R such that a

a

in S and b

Ua


 in S


Theorem 	  For any acyclic nitary term graph rewrite system the
unravelling mapping to the corresponding nitary term rewriting system is
adequate
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Notice that a single term reduction step in general does not correspond
exactly to a single graph step the corresponding graph reduction step may
perform more work than the term reduction
	 Cyclic graph rewriting and innitary term rewriting
 generalises the results of 	 to cyclic graphs and innitary term rewriting
We might expect that cyclic graph reduction would correspond to innitary
term rewriting in exactly the same way as acyclic graph rewriting does to
nite term rewriting This is not the case
Counterexample 
 Consider the system having as symbols all the natu
ral numbers with arity  and rules nx y
  y Let g

be the graph with
nodes a
i
for all i and node contents a
i
 ia
i
 a
i

 Ug


 is an innite binary
tree with root labelled  and where each node labelled n has left and right
descendants labelled n and n  respectively
Consider the eect of reducing t as follows at each step choose a node of
minimum depth whose label is less than its depth and reduce it This will
reduce t in  steps to an innite binary tree t

in which every node at depth
n is labelled n Notice that every integer n occurs only nitely often in t


and the same is true of every tree which t

can be reduced to However every
graph which g

can be reduced to contains cycles and hence its unravelling
contains innitely many occurrences of some integers Therefore no such graph
can be unravelled to a reduct of t


We therefore restrict attention to a subset of innitary term rewriting
rational term rewriting
Denition 
 A rational term is a term containing only nitely many iso
morphism classes of subterms
The following characterisation of rational trees is wellknown
Theorem 
 A term is rational if and only if it is the unravelling of a nite
graph
Denition 
 A rational set of nodes of a rational term is a set of nodes
such that if each node is marked the resulting term is still rational taking
the marks into account when testing isomorphism
A rational set of redexes of a rational term is a set of redexes whose roots
are a rational set of nodes
Theorem 
 A set of redexes of a rational term t is rational if and only if
there is a nite graph g unravelling to t and a set of redexes of g which map
by the unravelling to the given set of redexes of t
Denition 
 The rational term reduction sequences are dened by the fol
lowing axioms
i
 A strongly convergent complete development of length  of a rational
set of redexes is rational
	
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ii
 A concatenation of nitely many rational sequences is rational
iii
 A subsequence of a rational sequence is rational
iv
 There are no other rational reduction sequences
A rational term rewriting system is an innitary term rewrite system
RT S
 where S is the set of all rational rewriting sequences
There is one further smaller mismatch between cyclic graph rewriting and
rational term rewriting Given the rewrite rule Ix
 x what does the graph
x  Ix
 reduce to For our purposes we consider that it reduces to itself This
may seem obvious but in fact there are reasons which we will not go into
here for considering other denitions for example that it reduces to a special
object  The rational term rewriting sequence most obviously corresponding
to the reduction x  Ix
  x  Ix
 would be a complete development of all
the redexes in III  


 However this is not strongly convergent Instead
we have to take it to be the empty reduction sequence
In addition the failure of conuence for systems with collapsing rules ap
plies also to graph rewrite systems The graph x  Ay  Bx

 with the rules
Ax
 x and Bx
 x can be reduced to either x  Ax
 or x  Bx
 which
have no common reduct This means the the adequacy relation will in general
only hold up to identication of hypercollapsing terms
With this slight adjustment the relationship between acyclic graph rewrit
ing and nite term rewriting carries over to the cyclic and rational case
Theorem 
	  Theorem 	 Under any of the following conditions
the unravelling mapping from an orthogonal term graph rewrite system to the
corresponding term rewriting system is adequate
i
 The graph rewrite system is nitary and acyclic and the term rewrite
system is its nitary unravelling
ii
 The graph system is nitary the term system is its rational unravelling
and the set of rules is almost non
collapsing
iii
 The graph system is nitary the term system is its rational unravelling
and hyper
collapsing graphs and terms are identied
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